Quinault Beach Resort and Casino

78 St. Rt. 115
Ocean Shores
, 98569

Phone: 1-888-461-2214
The Quinault Indian Nation is a very sacred part of the identity at Quinault Beach
Resort and Casino; we are proud to be an enterprise of the Nation.The Quinault
Indian Nation is comprised of over 2800 members of the Quinault, Queets, Hoh,
Quilieute, Chehalis, Cowlitz, and Chinook tribes. The 208,150-acre reservation is
pure in its wild coastline, unspoiled lakes, raging rivers, and pristine wilderness. It is
also home to one of the largest conifer-producing forest in America.The members of
the QIN want to share their heritage and special gifts with you. You are invited to
visit the reservation and have an Indian guide take you and your family on a fishing
trip on their sacred waters. Take a guided tour of the untouched coastal beaches
and learn about the native birds and mammals from tribal members who truly know
the land. Or, simply visit the cultural center in Taholah.The Quinault Indian
Reservation is a must-see to gain a true Washington State experience from those
who were here firstRESORT & HOTELEnjoy a striking destination inspired by the
extraordinary landscape, melding the offerings of thrilling in outdoor recreation and
renowned spa treatments, with the hot & unsurpassed beauty of the Pacific
Ocean.VEGAS STYLE CASINO From your favorite table games, to the many
electronic slot machines, you will find all sorts of fun on our Vegas Style casino floor.
We offer FREE entertainment on the weekends in the Ocean Lounge for a weekend
partCome join us at the Quinault Beach Resort and Casino for our Las Vegas style
slot machines. WE JUST GOT HOTTER!! with “A Million Degrees!” We have all of your
favorites: Milk Money, Triple 7′s, Fairy’s Fortune, Hot Shot Progressive. With slot
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machine credit values from .01 cent to $1 dollar.We have wonderful table
games

including 5 Blackjack tables, 1 Craps, 1 Roulette, 1 Emperor’s Challenge, 1 3-Card
Poker, 2 Spanish 21 and 10 times odds on Craps with table limits from $3 to $250.If
you like poker, we have No-Limit Texas Hold’em Tournaments, just like on TV. Every
evening in the poker room join us for a live 2 to 10 spread limit Texas Hold’em
game with only a fifty-dollar minimum buy-in. We have jackpots while you play; try
for our Monte Carlos, Bad Beat, and High Hands. We can also set up a private Texas
Hold ‘em Tournament for your group, whatever the occasion. Our dealers are
trained to assist new players! Our poker room is for ages 21 and over.So, come on
in and earn points by playing your favorite slot machines or table games for
valuable in-house services or merchandise such as spa visits, hotel stays and even
dinner in any of the QBR&C’s three restaurants: Emily’s fine dining restaurant, the
Sidewalk Bistro and the Ocean Lounge. Just ask the Q-Club Hosts for details.
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